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While production of the magazine has had to be suspended,
due to coronavirus, we are publishing below a shortened
digital version of the October magazine with relevant articles.

We hope it will not be too long before we can resume normal
production of the magazine.
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ear Friends

We have, inevitably, over these past months been thinking a lot about
changes and challenges …
Although of course these continue as we arrive at the start of October with a marked change in temperature and of daylight hours, and the
ongoing challenges of the pandemic ... it has also been a time with much
to celebrate and give thanks for too.
Despite the government’s new ‘rule of six’ we have been able to continue
to gather physically as a church family to worship and pray together in
church (as well as continuing our fortnightly online services). It was so
good to hear the Archbishop of Canterbury’s reassuring announcement on
the morning that the new rule was brought in, stating: ‘there is no change
to guidance on places of worship. Worship is the work of God - not a
social gathering - and gives the strength to love and serve.’
And we continue to receive that strength as we meet together - thanks be
to God.
And, of course, we continue to adapt to new ways. Many of us miss
singing in church, and long to do so again! … and hopefully we will
before too long. It is interesting though, how many have found our muchloved hymns and songs taking on a whole new depth when we ‘say’ them.
In a different way, it is a gift to be able to really focus on the words, rather
than the melodies which have perhaps become so familiar to us. They are
such a rich and powerful source of prayer, praise, and thanksgiving.
We have just celebrated Harvest, a time of joy and thanksgiving, with St
Giles looking wonderful - thanks to the hard work and creative skills of
the amazing flower team.
A time to give thanks for the beauty of God’s creation, which we need,
more than ever, to protect - and to pray for those for whom this has been a
difficult year. An important time for us to come together to support the
work of the Farming Community Network. And for the Harvest gifts, and
the picking of apples from the local orchards - for the Codicote Foodbank,
who have asked to pass on their thanks for the wonderful support of the
village.
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And it is wonderful to continue to witness, and hear about, the many
examples and varied ways in which the local community continue to look
out for and care for each other during these difficult times.
Yes, the changes and challenges in our daily lives continue - but so too do
the daily blessings.
Let us give thanks. ‘The steadfast love of the Lord never ceases, his
mercies never come to an end; they are new every morning’
Take care,
Liz
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The Friends of St Giles
The 100 club
The August and September Draws for the 100
club have happened
As we cannot use Giles Coffee Shop for the monthly Draw we
are using the garden of one of the Trustees, drawn by them in
front of two witnesses.
The winning number for the August Draw is 75
The winning number for the September Draw is 62

There are still some numbers available. Contact Janet Reddish
on 01438 820465 or Judith Coxell on 01438 820245 for further
information.
The trustees of the Friends of St. Giles would like to thank all
the members of 100 club for their continued support as in the
current situation fund raising is severely restricted. They would
also like to thank the customers of Sunnis who continue to
support the Friends by filling the collection box on a regular
basis.
The Friends of St. Giles is run by a group of seven trustees and
an administrator. There is a vacancy for a new trustee. The job
is not onerous, four or five meetings are held during the year to
discuss fund raising proposals and the projects on which the
money should be spent.
If you are interested in becoming a trustee and would like more
information on the work involved please contact Judith Coxell on
01438 820245.
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NORTH HERTS NEWS
On Thursday, 24th September, I attended a virtual planning meeting
hosted by Herts County Council to hear an application made by HCC
heard by HCC to expand the school.
Strong arguments were made by local residents and professionals who
pointed out the flaws in the application but HCC decided to grant their
own application.
Parking restrictions will be introduced for St Albans Road, Meadow Way
and Hill Road once work starts on the school.
The inspector still has to approve NHDC local plan for the developments
in Codicote before work can start on a school expansion, however the
rescheduled North Herts Local Plan examination, due to have started on
Monday, 28th September has been postponed. Nothing to do with Covid
this time. Instead, a number of NHDC's councillors have put forward a
motion to reduce the amount of housing allocated in the plan. On that
basis, the council are not ready to attend the hearing. It's good that
councillors who have tabled this motion are acknowledging that the
number needs to be reduced.
There will, no doubt still be plenty of councillors still stubbornly clinging
to the original plan though, so we'll watch the outcome of this with
interest.

The Council only want the schedule put back a matter of weeks, but it's
hard to see how that will be workable, bearing in mind participants will
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have to digest any new information that comes forward. NHDC has called
for an emergency council meeting on 1st October where this motion will
be heard More news as we get it.
As many of you are aware, there has been a planning application
submitted for the land around The Bell public house. I have called this in
to the planning department with my concerns. I will of course update you
as soon as I know any more but I think it’s inevitable that Codicote will
get some new housing - there are lots of plans for new housing being
submitted and we need to be sure we are fighting for the right ones.
Recently fly tipping has become far more frequent due to the recycling
centres being closed and now have long queues. I do regularly circle our
village, but if I miss any - please let me know and will arrange for it to be
collected.
Please continue to support our local businesses during these strange
times and remember Codicote food bank are still continuing their
amazing work.

Kind regards,
Ian Moody
ianinthevillage@gmail.com
NHDC Councillor for Codicote.
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We currently have limited spaces for Autumn term starts in our setting for
Pre-school aged children aged 2 or above and are starting to fill up for the
rest of this academic year.
If you are interested in sending your child to us please get in touch:

07542285412 (9:25 am-12:25pm) or
info@codicotepreschool.co.uk
At Codicote Pre-School we offer funded places for eligible 2, 3 and 4
year-olds (see criteria below) and to help fee paying we are registered
for Employer Childcare Voucher Schemes, Tax -free Childcare and
The Childcare Grant Scheme (for full time Higher Education Students).
All 3 and 4-year-olds are eligible for 15 hours of free childcare/early
years education from the start of the term after the child’s 3rd
Birthday. We are also able to accept the 30 hours as funding if split
between providers.
—
Eligibility Criteria for 2-year-old (for some from 2nd birthday) for 15 hours of
free childcare/ early years education getting one of the following benefits:
•

Income Support

•

income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance (JSA)

•

income-related Employment and Support Allowance (ESA)

•

Universal Credit, and your household income is £15,400 a year
or less after tax, not including benefit payments

•

tax credits, and your household income is £16,190 a year or less
before tax

•

the guaranteed element of Pension Credit
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the Working Tax Credit 4-week run on

or if the child:
•

is looked after by a local authority

•

has a statement of special education needs (SEN) or an
education, health and care (EHC) plan

•

gets Disability Living Allowance

•

has left care under an adoption order, special guardianship order
or a child arrangement order

You can instantly check 2-year-old free childcare eligibility here:
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/ufs/CSF_FEE_2YRCLAIM.eb?
ebd=0&ebz=1_1601380790992
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News From Codicote School
After a busy summer holiday, preparing the school for the
full return of all children and staff, we were even more
excited than usual about the start of term – and we were
not disappointed. Words simply cannot describe how lovely it has been
to have our school together again in the same building – even if it is in
separate groups at the moment. Hearing the children laughing as they
have fun learning and playing together is wonderful!
To keep everyone safe, there are a number of measures in place. I think
the children have washed their hands more over the past few months,
than in the entire 163 years of the school’s history! The children stay in
their own class groups throughout the day, break times and lunchtimes
are staggered to give children plenty of space to play outside in their own
areas and we have not been able to start up clubs again. However, the
benefits of being with their friends and teachers, having so much outside
space to enjoy, learning alongside your friends with a real teacher rather
than an online one and having someone there to help the minute you get
stuck have definitely outweighed the disadvantages.
We have also all learnt new skills and different ways of doing things.
Because we can’t all meet together in the hall, I have been doing whole
school assemblies online. The younger children have been astonished to
see me appearing on the screen in their classroom – one child shouted,
‘Look!! It’s Mrs Pollard on the telly!’ which caused great amusement all
round. I have been visiting the children in their classrooms, so that they
know there is a real me in school too! There has been a lot of outdoor PE
to make the most of the beautiful weather and also to ensure that the
children’s fitness and level of skills is kept up. We have been looking at
different resources and games to continue to excite the children about
the PE curriculum, whilst access to the usual curriculum is restricted.
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Planning events for the children to look forward to is also an important
part of our thinking at the moment. With so many things the children
were looking forward to over the Summer cancelled, and many
Christmas highlights not happening this year, we have been thinking of
how we can put different plans in place. At the moment we are
considering a ‘virtual’ staff panto, to replace the annual trip to the
Gordon Craig Theatre amongst other things; I have always been rather
envious of the dame’s amazing wardrobe – I may be getting my sewing
machine out …
We have also been thinking about Harvest and Thankfulness in school. It
has been very interesting to reflect on how thankful we are, for everyday
life, which we just accepted as normal before. We have explored the
idea of wanting what we have, rather than having what we want, and
valuing all of the things which we previously took for granted. All of us –
adults as well as children – have been appreciative of the smallest things.
There are always positives which come out of the hardest of times and
the joy of being back together in our school community will continue to
shine in our lives for a long time to come.

Mrs Liz Pollard

Headteacher, Codicote School
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Finals Day
The Club was so glad to see our Finals Day
through. With all the changing restrictions
because of Covid-19 we really didn’t know if we
would be able to, but we did and it was a great
success! Held Sunday September 07th, really
well attended (social distancing observed). We
had a number of families who came along with a
picnic lunch to watch and enjoy the lovely sunny
day.
Match play tennis lived up to expectations being played in the right
competitive spirit and fast and furious on some points! Well done to all!

‘Tiger Turf’ – resurfacing work in progress!
Work began in earnest on
Monday 14th September,
(slightly delayed by one
week). All three hard courts
will soon have a new ‘Tiger
Turf’ surface.
This project has been a lot of
hard work but tackled with
great
enthusiasm
and
commitment – we can’t wait
to get back out there and try
out the new surface!
Current estimate is that court 1 may be available Monday 28th September
– please check our social media for updates.

Autumn calendar (as soon as courts re-open)
Junior Club sessions: will resume on Friday evenings. Any juniors thinking
of taking up tennis as a sport, please get in touch as there are still spaces
available.
Cardio Tennis: will start up again on Saturday mornings at 10.00am.
Orange V Black: Due to the lack of interclub competitive matches (Covid19 restrictions) we invite all members to get involved in the popular
‘Orange V Black’ Club tournament running from early October through to
February. – it’s great fun!
For more information on any of the above and membership details please e-mail:
codicotetennisclub@outlook.com
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HISTORICAL NOTES: “Nothing in this World is More Certain”.
In the last article I introduced Robert Hodgekin, gentleman, and his wife
Isabel, who lived on the site of today’s Hollards Farmhouse. You will
recall that we have recently learnt much about them from studying their
wills kept at The National Archives in Kew.

In the fields which we discussed last time, Robert owned several cows
and bullocks (castrated cattle), as well as a larger number of sheep, some
of which had already been earmarked as their daughter Dorothy’s
inheritance. The ownership of a large flock of sheep was at that time the
mark of a larger farm, as compared to medium sized and small ones,
which specialised in dairying at that time, particularly in Codicote, it
seems. No doubt he also owned at least one riding horse, and several
cart horses or oxen. They had a least one servant, Cecily Bigg.
One of their daughters Dorothy was married to Robert Penne,
presumably a relative of the lord of the manor, John Penne. John Penne
had been Barber Surgeon to the late King Henry VIII. He married the
renowned beauty Lucy Cheval, whose family had owned Sissevernes for
centuries, and in 1545, a few years after King Henry dissolved St. Albans
Abbey in 1539, Penne was able to buy the Manor of Codicote, its former
possession, from the Crown. John and Lucy Penne almost certainly lived
in Sissevernes, as there was then no mansion on the site of Codicote
Bury, but only the house of the former abbot’s bailiff. Thus they were
near neighbours to the Hodgekins.
Their other daughter, Helen or Ellen was married to a Mr. Poleyn, a
substantial yeoman, after whom, presumably, the field Pullings (now
occupied by Tithe Close) was named. Her children were called George,
Jasper, and Elizabeth. Robert and Isabel also had a son, another Robert.
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In July 1558 Hodgekin felt himself ailing, like the queen, and on the 24 th
day of July he decided to compose his will. We don’t know who the
scribe was whom he chose to write down his will, but it may have been
the vicar, John Amery. Amery would be the vicar for another forty years,
by which time he claimed to be in his late nineties! Like the vicar of Bray
in a later troubled period, he had already been able to square his
conscience to successive differing Christian creeds. He lived in a house on
the site of today’s Old Vicarage on the corner of Bury Lane.
Robert first gives his reason for writing his will: “seing that nothing in this
worlde is more certayn than deathe and the tyme of deathe is
uncertayne to all men”. He describes himself as “beeing seeke in bodie”
but “hole and of good and parfite memorye”.
First he disposes of his soul in a way typical of a good Catholic, “I
bequeath my soule to allmighti god, too blessed Ladye [the Virgin Mary]
and to the holly companie of the blessed saintes in heaven.” Then he
turns to his body “And my bodie to be burried where myn executorrs
shall thinck best.” Then follows another typical Catholic clause, “Also I
bequeathe in the church of Codicote to the hie aulter for offeringes and
tithes negligente forgotten xxd [ten pence].” The term “negligently
forgotten” appears to us an odd expression, but it was then a common
one. It was as well to give recompense for one’s sins, whether they were
deliberate or not – perhaps Amery encouraged him to include this.
In the next article we will learn about Hodgekin’s bequests, friends and a
famous cousin.
Nicholas Maddex
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CODICOTE LOCAL HISTORY SOCIETY

Because of increasing COVID restrictions, our first meeting of the season
in September had to be held via Zoom, but this was extremely successful,
with a number of members listening to a fascinating talk by Keith
Fitzpatrick Matthews. We will be using Zoom again for our meeting this
month, and probably in November and December, too. If you would like
to join any of these meetings, please email me on
nkmaddex@btinternet.com to let me know and I will send you joining
details. You will need to confirm that you have either paid or will shortly
pay, either membership fees or visitor’s fee (£3 per meeting). Many
thanks to those who have paid their subscriptions already. New members
and visitors are always welcome.
We will stay with the theme of Codicote’s archaeology this month, when
Lucy Alexander and Sue Stephens will report on the work and discoveries
of our Codicote Archaeology Project, which has dug test pits over three
summers (excluding the latest, of course). We have now had many of the
pottery finds identified by an expert, with fascinating results. They will
talk particularly about the 2019 season, and look forward to future work.
This talk will be on Tuesday 13th October.
For more information on Codicote’s history and the society’s events,
publications, and other activities please check our website
www.codicotehistory.org.uk .
Nicholas Maddex
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CODICOTE BUS STOP BOOK STALL

I want to say a big thank you to all those who have helped the
bus stop book stall to be such a success.
What an interesting and diverse collection. How nice that in
this technical age books are still so popular.

I have enjoyed doing this, a tiny way of helping in these
strange times. I’ll keep doing it until the bad weather comes
along. So please continue to bring, borrow and support this
book stall.
Julie Cuthbert
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Friends of Danesbury and
The Queen Victoria Memorial Hospital
As mentioned in last month’s article, on Saturday 1st August we held a Toy Sale in the
area behind the shop. Everything was priced at £1 and we were delighted to raise £190
from the event.
On Tuesday 18 August the shop re-opened exactly 22 weeks after we were forced to
shut it in March. Footfall in Welwyn village, generally, is still nowhere as high as it was
before the pandemic started and sales in the shop have been slow to pick up. It has
been encouraging, however, to be able to welcome some of our long-standing
customers back into the shop and to catch up on village gossip.
This month the shop window (pictured below) has been decked out in an English
Afternoon Tea theme, thanks, as always, to the efforts of Georgia Shaw and her
husband.
This month our support
for the hospitals has
been in the form of 6
iPads, 4 for use by the
Parkinson’s Disease and
Multiple Sclerosis team
to help them educate
patients on exercises
and drugs regimes. The
other two are for use by patients to communicate with friends and family as visiting
hours are still restricted.
The charity sector has been particularly impacted by the pandemic and we anticipate
that it will be some while before we see a return to our normal levels of operation. We
would like to assure all customers that we have carried out a detailed risk assessment,
which can be found on our website, and have in place a revised set of operating
procedures to ensure that your shopping experience with us is Covid-secure.
The shop is just one way that we raise funds for the work that we do. If you would like
to make a direct donation, please go to the DONATIONS page on our website
(www.danesburyqvm.co.uk) where you can read about the various options available.

